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ABSTRACT
This work presents CoreKB, a Web platform for searching reliable
facts over gene expression-cancer associations Knowledge Base
(KB). It provides search capabilities over an RDF graph using natural
language queries, structured facets, and autocomplete. CoreKB is
designed to be intuitive and easy to use for healthcare professionals,
medical researchers, and clinicians. The system offers the user a
comprehensive overview of the scientific evidence supporting a
medical fact. It provides a quantitative comparison between the
possible gene-cancer associations a particular fact can reflect.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Web searching and information
discovery; Search interfaces.
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to the World Health Organization, cancer prevention has
become one of the most critical public health challenges of the 21st
century. In recent years, cancer research has increasingly relied on
microarray and next-generation sequencing technologies, which
produce a wealth of experimental data on gene expression-cancer
interactions [4, 11]. These interactions contain critical information
for diagnosing cancer, assessing prognosis, and predicting therapy
response [6, 14]. However, the sheer volume and complexity of the
∗Work done prior to joining Amazon

data produced canmake it difficult to analyze and derivemeaningful
insights. Peer-reviewed publications often describe the analysis and
interpretation of this experimental data, making scientific literature
a critical source to complement and validate them.

It appears clear that the need for efficient and reliable methods
to store and organize knowledge from various sources has become
increasingly important. To this end, KBs have emerged as essential
resources for cancer researchers [10, 13]. They contain organized
and structured information (i.e., scientific facts) that can be used to
support data-driven research. KBs are often represented as graphs,
where nodes represent concepts or entities, and edges represent re-
lationships between them. To make the underlying data accessible,
machine-readable, and interoperable, KBs can be represented as a
Resource Description Framework (RDF) graph and queried with
SPARQL [15]. However, searching within KBs can be daunting for
several reasons. First, these resources can be schema-less, meaning
that the data structure is not explicitly defined in a fixed schema.
This lack of a fixed schema can make it challenging to understand
the organization of the data within the KB and know how to for-
mulate the SPARQL queries to retrieve the required information. It
may also lead to ambiguity and confusion when trying to interpret
search results. Second, searching a KB through SPARQL queries
is difficult, even for expert users [16]. Third, the sheer volume of
data within a KB can make it hard to identify and extract relevant
information. The complexity of the queries required to retrieve that
information can add an additional layer of difficulty [2, 16].

In addition, cancer research requires highly specialized KBs,
comprising unique terminologies and ontologies. Within these re-
sources, the large presence of complex terms and concepts and
the use of acronyms and morphosyntactic variants pose a criti-
cal challenge for search [1]. Even with a thorough understanding
of such specialized jargon, formulating effective search queries is
difficult. As a result, researchers might struggle to effectively use
the data within KBs, which could limit the potential for discov-
eries and insights. Therefore, it is necessary to have easy-to-use
search applications that can quickly access and retrieve relevant
information [16].

ContributionWe present CoreKB, aWeb-based search platform
to discover gene expression-cancer associations, which is publicly
available at https://gda.dei.unipd.it along with a demonstration
video (https://gda.dei.unipd.it/static/videos/demo.mp4).

CoreKB builds upon one of the largest KBs containing fine-
grained facts about gene expression-cancer associations [12], ex-
tracted semi-automatically from the vast scientific literature by
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mining PubMed. The KB comprises more than 230,000 fine-grained
facts, each categorized as reliable or unreliable based on the amount
of supporting or conflicting evidence available. CoreKB provides
a streamlined and intuitive interface for searching and explor-
ing knowledge about these associations. The search platform is
equipped with natural language and faceted search, enabling users
to search for entities and facts easily. CoreKB includes several
features, such as infometrics and entity cards. It is intended for spe-
cialized users, such as medical researchers and clinicians, who want
to quickly and easily search for knowledge about gene expression-
cancer associations without knowing the exact terminology or
concept code of interest. Compared to other search applications
that are sentence-oriented, CoreKB takes a fact-oriented approach
by providing users with a comprehensive overview of the key infor-
mation concerning each fact. This includes gene expression-cancer
associations and the corresponding aggregated data, allowing users
to assess the consensus supporting a fact. The aggregated data con-
sists of: (i) the gene class (role) distribution among the sentences
extracted from the scientific literature; (ii) the number of support-
ing and conflicting sentences; and (iii) the number of supporting
publications per year. Hence, CoreKB offers a powerful platform
for comprehensive knowledge discovery in precision medicine.

Related Work. DEXTER [8], a text mining approach to extract
associations from scientific literature, provides a basic search end-
point that requires users to search for gene-cancer pairs and does
not support natural language search. OncoMX [5] offers a unified
and easy-to-use interface for different datasets, but its literaturemin-
ing capabilities are limited. OncoSearch [9] allows users to search
for sentences that mention gene expression changes in cancer and
offers advanced faceted search functionalities, but lacks natural
language search and does not provide entity cards or infometrics
for supporting evidence. DisGeNET [7] provides a well-designed
faceted navigation system, but it only returns gene-disease associa-
tions at the sentence level, making it difficult to establish reliable
associations for gene-disease pairs (fact level). Finally, BioKB [3]
provides access to the semantic content of biomedical literature,
but it does not support natural language search and focuses on the
exploration and visualization of the structure of the underlying KB.

2 COREKB
Figure 1 depicts the Knowledge Base Construction (KBC) system
used to build the large-scale KB on gene expression-cancer associa-
tions (left side), together with the CoreKB architectural components
(right side).

2.1 Knowledge Base Construction
To build the KB that underpins CoreKB, we used a system that
acquires text from literature and processes it to obtain sentences.
The sentences pass through a Named Entity Recognition and Dis-
ambiguation (NERD) component that annotates them with gene-
cancer pairs and then undergoes bootstrapping and deployment
processes. In the bootstrapping process, fine-grained relationships
between entities are manually annotated, and these annotations are
used to train Relation Extraction (RE) methods and populate the KB.
In the deployment process, automatic annotations are provided by
the RE methods, and facts are generated to populate the KB. Each
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Figure 1: Overview of the KBC system (left side) and the
CoreKB architectural components (right side).

fact within the KB is associated with a probability distribution that
reflects the likelihood of assuming one of the possible gene-cancer
associations. The probabilities are used to perform reliability tests
that tag the facts as reliable or unreliable based on the collected
evidence’s quantity and level of consensus. This probabilistic ap-
proach allows the system to capture the uncertainty inherent in
the scientific discourse and helps users to understand the strength
of the evidence supporting a particular gene-cancer association.

The KB contains 23,879 genes and 11,530 cancer diseases for a
total of 230,000 fine-grained facts, supported by 1,037,845 sentences
from 251,038 research articles [12].

2.2 Search Platform Architecture
The architecture of CoreKB consists of (i) a web-based front-end
interface built with React.js; (ii) a back-end for the business logic,
REST APIs, and services built with the Python web framework
Django; (iii) a PostgreSQL database coupled with the Virtuoso RDF
triple store for saving the knowledge base data; (iv) Redis for effi-
cient in-memory data store and access; and (v) a search/retrieval
component implemented in Python which performs NERD on the
entity mentions present in the user-provided query, by leveraging
a Redis in-memory dictionary of entities, and then a structured
search in the database. So, given a user query, we assign a maxi-
mum score for each entity in case of an exact match or proportional
to the number of matching terms in case of a partial match (minus
a discount proportional to the entity’s length). When a single entity
is recognized, all the related facts retrieved are ordered by scientific
evidence support. Similarly, when multiple entities have been rec-
ognized, the facts concerning the most matching gene-cancer pairs
are promoted in the results ranking. The KB contains facts about
any living organism, not just humans; we rank human-specific
genes on top.
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Figure 2: CoreKB Search Engine Results Page (SERP) for the query “Braf oncogene melanoma”. The retrieved facts are organized
as cards (A) providing information about the gene (3), cancer (4), and their relationship (2). The first fact depicted in the figure is
“BRAF is a biomarker for Metastatic melanoma” (1). Two sentences support this fact (7). In contrast, a third conflicting sentence
proposes the oncogene gene class instead of biomarker. Since the majority (two over three) of the scientific evidence available
propose BRAF as a biomarker, the fact is considered reliable. Note that the gene BRAF is different from the Braf of the second
result; the first is a human gene (9), while the second one is a gene for the Mus musculus organism.

2.3 User Interaction and Features
CoreKB allows the users to search for facts (i.e., gene-cancer asso-
ciations supported by the scientific literature) and entities, namely,
genes and cancers. It provides free-text and structured search fa-
cilities so that users can search using natural language queries or
facets, providing autocomplete features. Users can switch from free-
text to structured search interface and vice versa using the settings
menu placed on the top-right corner of the interface, as shown
in Figure 2.D. In addition, the interface provides three clickable
sample queries to let the users try the system and easily realize
its capabilities. Figure 2 shows the CoreKB SERP, where the user
has a list of scientific facts matching the given query. In this re-
gard, users can choose whether to include unreliable facts in the
results or to view only the facts considered reliable, that is, with
proper literature support and consensus on a specific gene class (i.e.,
oncogene, biomarker, and tumor suppressor gene) for a gene-cancer
association. By default, users can view only reliable facts; they need
to click on the dedicated switch (see Figure 2.C) to include the un-
reliable facts in the SERP. The facts are presented within cards (A),
including gene class (2) and symbol (3); cancer label (4); statistics
concerning the number of supporting and conflicting sentences
(7); key examples of supporting and conflicting sentences as well

as information about the associated publications (8); a horizontal
bar chart presenting the gene class distribution among the related
sentences extracted from the literature (5); and bibliometrics about
the number of supporting publications per year (6). The fact claim
is reported on the topside of the card (1) and is emphasized using
boldface. On the left side of the fact claim, there is a circle that is
colored differently according to the informativeness and reliabil-
ity of the fact - i.e., green for reliable facts, gray for facts without
proper support, and red for unreliable facts, that is, without proper
consensus on a specific gene class. In addition, on the right side
of each fact, card (B) reports specific information concerning the
gene and cancer involved. Genes (9) and cancer diseases (11) are
provided with links and references to the corresponding entries in
the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI)1 and
Linked Life Data2 platforms. Besides, aggregated information (10,
12) is reported for each gene and disease, indicating, for instance,
the number of cancer diseases a gene is associated with the role
of oncogene, biomarker, or tumor suppressor. These numbers and
all the other quantitative information are clickable so that users
can easily consult them on dedicated landing pages. Similarly, a

1https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/
2http://linkedlifedata.com/
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Figure 3: Landing page for the human gene BRAF. The interface consists of two cards; the first (A) reports gene-specific
information, while the second (B) shows the sentences where BRAF is involved, according to the user-specified column filters
and sorting. In the figure, only the sentences where BRAF is involved as an oncogene are shown due to the filtering on the Gene
class column (13). Gene/cancer mentions are highlighted in the sentence text respectively in blue and orange.

dedicated landing page reports all available information for each
entity, including quantitative and aggregated information, related
facts, and supporting/conflicting sentences.

Figure 3 shows the landing page for the human gene BRAF. The
interface is organized into two major cards (A, B); the first (A)
presents all the information about the gene, such as its symbol (1),
full name (3), type (4), synonyms (5), designations (6), last modified
date (7), summary (8), and the gene class distribution for different
cancer diseases both as textual content (9) and with a horizontal bar
chart (10). For what concerns long textual information like the gene
summary, by default, they are truncated to save space in the inter-
face. Still, they can be expanded/collapsed by clicking the dedicated
button after the ellipsis. Instead, the second card (B) reports the sen-
tences involving the gene. The sentences are presented in tabular
form, so users can narrow the sentences arbitrarily using filtering
and sorting features. For instance, in Figure 3, we can notice that
under the column Gene class (13), the value oncogene is specified,
thus only the sentences where BRAF acts as an oncogene are shown.
In case of long sentences to view, users can resize columns or hover
with the mouse on a sentence to visualize a tool-tip with the full
sentence’s text or even click on the sentence to better visualize it
on a separate pop-up. On the top-right corner of each card, two
action buttons enable the users to (i) expand/collapse each card to
fit the full-screen size (2, 12); (ii) choose the columns to be shown
in the sentence table (11).

3 CONCLUSIONS
We presented CoreKB, a Web-based search platform for scientific
facts concerning gene expression-cancer associations. CoreKB en-
ables users to search using natural language queries or structured
facets, providing autocomplete facilities. The platform provides
a unique set of features unavailable in similar systems. CoreKB’s
fact-oriented approach distinguishes it from its sentence-oriented
counterparts, offering users a comprehensive overview of the sci-
entific evidence supporting or conflicting with a fact. Additionally,
CoreKB provides users with a quantitative comparison between
the possible gene-cancer associations a fact can reflect, making
it easier to determine if there is a consensus on a specific gene
role. It is worth noting that even though CoreKB focuses on gene
expression-cancer associations, the same model can be adapted for
other kinds of relationships with the necessary adjustments.

Through its set of advanced features, CoreKB aims to support
clinicians and researchers in searching for reliable scientific findings
and corroborating evidence, thus promoting knowledge discovery
from a serendipity perspective. In future work, we plan to conduct
a user study with clinicians to improve the search interface and
integrate additional functionalities.
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